claim thftt the British regime rumed
her is false. When the UK was ruling
India (on purely a voluntary basis)
it had never let her waste so much on
Holi. Even in 1942, the last days of
the Imperial regime, Holi in India was
not celebrated. Anyway, for the sake
of our old relatiQns we want to serve
India again for her progress and
:prosperity.
With good wishes from the people
of England.
RADIO PEACE & PROGRESS:
Our friendly nation India has celebrated her revolutionary festival Holi
during the past few days. In this revolutionary festival, people showed their
love for Marxism-Leninism by wearing
red clothes. The rich and the poor both
celebrated it. This thing shows that
communism can come just through
Ipeaceful means, and China's contention that there should be a class
struggle is entirely wrong.
Thanks to the victory of the Communist Party in Bengal, the proletariat
was more happy this year and they
had been making preparations for
Holi. Under the leadership of the
Communist Party of India, a meeting
has been arranged to show their love
for the USSR and communism. They
call it in Hindi "Mahamurkha Sammelan". As all the translators have
gone to Czechoslovakia to save Socialism, we cannot produce its English
'I
term',
One of the CIA agents went to a
place called Ba~sana in Ingia and
there with the help of.. American dollars he-tnanaged to beat SOme'militant
communist workers with the help of
some of the reactionary women in the
name of old customs. The Ind!an
Government has sent a protest note
to the imperialist .US government
against this action.
(
Holi shows that soon the peo:ple of India will begin to vote for the
Communist Party.
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rough tem.pers, Shakespeare's Katherina is a likeable shrew and Elizabeth Taylor in Franco Zeifferelli's adaptation of The Taming of the Shrew lends
a kind of buxom elegance to this fair
MRIGANKA SEKHAR RAY
lady of Padua. The film itself looks
like a top-class visual ta:pestry, teemow should one react to a new ing with life, gusto and rhythm. It is
film-maker's work if the film surprising and yet true that ahpost
fails to come up to one's expectation? all the successful screen adaptations of
Should he skirt the real issues by non- Shakespeare" have come from outside
commital phrases or by _an indulgent the bard's own land. The reason for
pat on the back, or should he vent his this odd phenomenon may oe the fact
real feelings in a mood of constructive that the non-British !film-makers genecriticism without being spiteful?
rally work under less restricted condiThis is just the problem with Natun
tions. They are less fearful of the
Pata, the first film directed by Dinen pundits watching the :purity of ShakesGupta, a more-than-competent camera- peare's words.
The, British filmman who has played quite an impor- makers in their obsession with worqs
tant role in the evolution of a m04ern have often let the visual warmth go
school of cinematography in West by default, with the result that at best
Bengal. The director has courage, their films are just competent translasincerity and an u:t;geto do something tions, not original works of art. But
new. But even with all these, the film the non-English
film-makers treat
I remains the sum total of certain negaShakes,peare as the basic raw matethee qualities ••••'without becoming a rial (as Shakespeare dealt with his
positive artistIc achievement. Most of own plots) and with a penetrating
the major vices are absent;'" no stars, mind unearth the visual poetry lying
no song, no box-office formula as such, underneath the wordy description.
no grbss comedy. But while the Zeifferelli has done so ~nd his 'film on
absence of all these things seems the "lusty wench" of Padua is an inalright, the critic gropes to ifind the' . dependent artistic creation. The scenpresence of some ingredients of a es of Petruchio's wooing Katherina on
good film, but ultimately he ends in the roof or the wedding in the Church
despaiJ:. The scenario dealing with have a ballet-like grandeur.
The
the transition of a tomboy frOm ado- whole proc;ess of the taming and the
r.·
lescence to womanhood is just a corn:=--episodes of Bianca with her three
pendium of ill-digested influences. The suitors literally choke one with laughter.
plot-structure is flawed by the lack of Oswald Morris' colour photography.
dramatic ups and downs (mind you, has a kind of peculiar charm, making
the lfilm-maker is not in for any....sort even the painted backdrops breatheof de-dramatisation though I) and the with life. Zeifferelli has been able to
whole scenic treatment is over-literary. extract from the Burton-Taylor couple
The visual intrepretation of the bitter- their best_ performance to date and,
sweet days of the heroine's wild adole- even to infuse a tongue-in-cheek quascence and her difficult and complex lity in the rendering of Katherina's
journey tq bloo ing youth after her sermo~on the duties of women in fue
marriage is poor and half-hearted.
final scene.
Much time has be'en wasted on trifles
and no attempt has been made to
analyse in visual terms the girl's menNOTICE
tal make-up and her relationship with
her husband, the gradual growth of a
Articles cannot be returned
rapport ,between the tamer and \the
by return
tamed, so that the whole thing ulti- unless accompanied
mately becomes a pointless, patched-up postage.
Business Manager
and hasty affair.
Frontier
With all her vile tongue and her

Wife Taming : Two
Variations
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